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Briquet on the aetiology of hysteria (1859)

• Predisposing factors
• female sex
• low intelligence
• young age
• personality (being impressionable, fearful, 

prone to intense feeling, affectionate) 
• childhood experience (too soft or too hard). 

• Precipitating causes – 16 listed
• life events (marital and family problems, 
• illness (such as pneumonia) and injury
• overwork
• ‘Shock’ after witnessing unexpected events 

such as a death or a fire.



19th century view of the neuropsychology and neural 
mechanism of hysterical paralysis

• Brodie (1837) – ‘ It is not the muscles 
which do not obey the will, it is the will 
itself which does not enter in to the action’

• Briquet (1859) – paralysis might correlate 
with ‘an injection of capillary vessels in 
nerve centres in the brain’

• Paget (1873) – ‘She says..’I cannot’, it 
looks like ‘I will not’; but it is ‘I cannot will’



19th century view of the neural correlates of hysterical paralysis

• Charcot (1889) 
• There is without doubt a lesion of the nervous 

centres …….. It is..in the grey matter of the 
cerebral hemisphere on the side opposite the 
paralysis, and more precisely in the motor zone of 
the arm….but certainly it is not of the nature of a 
circumscribed organic lesion of a destructive 
nature….we have here unquestionably one of 
those lesions, which escape our present means of 
anatomical investigation, and which, for want of a 
better term, we designate a dynamic or functional 
lesion



20th century psychoanalytic view of of hysteria  

• Conversion Hypothesis

• Repression of intrapsychic conflict

•Usually traumatic / psychosexual

•Roots in infantile period

• Expressed in a physical symptom that is

•Symbolic of helplessness

• ‘La belle indifference’ is the classic 
embodiment of successful ‘conversion’



DSM IV Conversion Disorder

• Symptoms of motor or sensory disturbance 
suggestive of a neurological disease

• No evidence of a neurological disease
• Symptoms cause significant distress
• The temporal relation of symptoms to a 

stressful event suggests association of 
psychological factors 

• Symptoms are not intentionally produced



20th century removal of the brain/neurology from the 
pathophysiology of hysteria

• Ernest Jones (1920)  
• The microscope obstinately refusing to disclose any 

changes in such centres, the convenient conclusion 
was reached that the fault lay in the imperfections 
of the microscope rather than in the reasoning, and 
these changes were too minute to betray themselves 
except by disturbances in function. A relic of this 
fiction is to be found in the now antiquated 
expression “functional nervous disorder” which is 
still used in many medical and even in some 
neurological text-books.





Eliot Slater
Professor of Psychiatry 

Institute of Neurology and 
Institute of Psychiatry

Suggested 60% of 85  
patients were misdiagnosed 
at follow up

Hysteria is a ‘delusion and a 
snare’



Decline in neurological interest in hysteria

Slater 
Study



Shorter – ‘From Paralysis to Fatigue’  - 1992

• ‘Symptom pool’ has changed in the 
last century

• Paralysis was common in 19th
century but now rare

• When it is seen usually 
misdiagnosed

• “fits and paralyses that had been 
summoned from the symptom pool 
since the Middle Ages – spreading 
almost epidemically during the 
nineteenth century, virtually came to 
an end by the 1930s”
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But…highly variable





Risk factors: beyond trauma

Autistic Spectrum Disorder

Survey of membership of FNDHope

Self-Completed questionnaire (Adult Autism 
Subthreshold Spectrum)

286 respondents:

7% previous diagnosis of Autism
29% had children with a diagnosis of autism

Of those (n=230) not diagnosed with Autism, 65% 
met criteria for ASD, 24% met criteria for Autistic 
Traits. Gonzalez et al, in press







• People with FND demonstrate 
increased connectivity between 
cortical motor/prefrontal regions 
and insula, cingulate and putamen



Fatigue, Pain, Cognitive 
Symptoms and Mood appear 
to be the strongest predictors 
of quality of life and disability 
even in people with functional 
motor symptoms





Interoception as a mediator of “presence” and 
therefore of dissociation?

Patients with functional seizures had:

Lower Interoceptive accuracy
Higher report of control and ability to read 
internal bodily sensations

With a greater mismatch predicting higher 
scores on questionnaires about dissociative 
phenomena.

Greater mismatch between trial by trial
confidence in detecting heartbeat and 
objective performance predicted higher 
numbers of functional seizures.

Is interoceptive 
dysfunction particularly 

important in the 
mechanism of 

Functional Seizures?
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The danger of “disorder” or “syndrome”

Simplification – uni-dimensionality

Single level model

Promotes mindless lumping of new symptoms

Works against bespoke, personal formulation and treatment

Hides heterogeneity and complexity



The Erasing of Psychiatry 

• “Mental Health Issues”

• The prioritisation of symptoms/function over diagnosis 
is widespread within rehabilitation. This process when 
applied to neuropsychiatric rehabilitation is much more 
problematic than it might seem at first sight.

• True interdisciplinary care cannot exist without all of us 
being present all the time. 



Diagnostic Understanding 
and Trust
• This takes time and experience, but:

• It is not a mysterious process
• It can be taught
• It is not really very different from diagnostic 

communication in other causes of 
neurological symptoms. 

• It needs to be started by the neurologist, 
but can be elaborated and continued by 
other members of the team.



• Just be normal!

• Prioritise how, not why in initial 
discussions, but don’t ignore 
why either.

• Recognise and empathise with 
the inherent conceptual 
difficulty of the diagnosis.

• Actively search for and 
address heterogeneity in 
predisposing factors and co-
morbidities. 





• Validating her 
current symptoms 
as real.

• Explaining what is 
wrong and what 
that means.



• Talking about 
psychological 
factors.

• Acknowledging 
the importance of 
these factors in 
onset and 
treatment IN 
GENERAL.

• Acknowledging 
the importance of 
INDIVIDUAL 
FORMULATION.

• Discussing 
psychological 
impacts of chronic 
symptoms (of any 
sort).



• Summing up.
• Signalling 

confidence in the 
diagnosis.

• Patient 
demonstrating 
acceptance and 
broad 
understanding.



Randomised Feasibility Study of a Physiotherapy Programme for Patients with Functional 

Motor Symptoms. Nielsen et al (JNNP, 2017)
Intervention Group

mean (SD)

Control Group

mean (SD)

Regression 

coefficient for 

group,

baseline as 

covariate (95% CI)

Cohen’s 

d

BASELINE FOLLOW 

UP

BASELINE FOLLOW 

UP

SF36 Domains
Physical function 34·8 (23·7) 51·9 (27·2) 23·7 (19·0) 23·2 (21·3) 19·8 (10·2, 29·5) 0·70
Physical Role 31·7 (28·9) 47·0 (30·3) 19·4 (21·7) 26·8 (22·5) 13·0 (0·8, 25·2) 0·46
Bodily Pain 45·6 (33·5) 47·4 (33·1) 32·1 (25·3) 33·9 (27·4) 3·6 (-8·0, 15·3) 0·12
General Health 47·3 (23·9) 54·1 (28·3) 40·7 (23·4) 39·6 (22·6) 9·0 (-0·1, 18·2) 0·34
Vitality 32·3 (21·4) 39·2 (27·3) 26·6 (17·6) 28·3 (20·2) 6·2 (-3·6, 15·9) 0·25
Social Function 39·7 (33·2) 56·9 (30·2) 34·4 (29·8) 37·0 (25·1) 17·1 (5·0, 29·2) 0·58
Role Emotional 70·1 (29·5) 68·7 (34·5) 61·0 (32·6) 62·5 (35·4) 0·1 (-15·1, 15·4) 0·00
Mental Health 65·5 (21·1) 67·9 (23·8) 58·4 (23·8) 59·3 (25·2) 3·4 (-6·4, 13·2) 0·14

Physical Summary 

score 

33·1 (11·1) 38·7 (10·8) 28·7 (7·9) 29·5 (9·2) 5·9 (2·1, 9·7)

0·54
Mental Summary score 45·2 (13·0) 45·9 (13·6) 42·6 (13·3) 43·3 (14·2) 0·9 (-4·9, 6·8) 0·06

Intervention Group Control Group

Much worse 0 3 (11%)
Worse 1 (3%) 6 (21%)
No change 7 (24% 14 (50%)

Improved 11 (38%) 5 (18%)
Much improved 10 (35%) 0

Collapsed 
Scores
Good Outcome 21 (72%) 5 (18%)
Poor Outcome 8 (28%) 23 (82%)

Health related costs 3-6/12 after treatment:

£444 Intervention vs. £968 Usual Care

UK Multicentre Trial due to 
report mid 2023





• Pain
• Fatigue
• Cognitive Fog
• Affective Disorder
• Personality disorder
• Social maintaining factors etc…..
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Neurology-led, 
Psychiatrically-
supported FND 

Assessment 
Clinic

Specialist 
Physiotherapy
• Persistent motor 

symptoms the dominant 
problem

• Pain and Fatigue not 
overwhelming

• No highly symptomatic 
untreated psychiatric 
disorder

Referral to 
Community 

Services e.g. 
Pain 

Management
• Dominant pain/fatigue
• Mild symptoms
• Chronic symptoms 

needing “slow stream” or 
supportive management

“Complex” 
Multidisciplinary 

Assessment
• An opportunity for more 

detailed assessment 
with neuropsychiatry, 
neurophysiotherapy, 
occupational therapy, 
psychology and others. 

Out Patient 
Neuropsychiatry
+/- Psychology

• Symptomatic psychiatric 
disorder the most 
prominent problem

• Paroxysmal motor 
symptoms (resembling 
non-epileptic attacks).

Specialist 
Intensive 

Rehabilitation 
(day-patient or 

inpatient)
• Interdisciplinary 

Rehabilitation within a 
time-limited, goal-
orientated specialist 
program.
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